
The Ganymede crew is pinned down on the outskirts of the city
They have seen several civilians, and the death of one civilian attempting to remove some sort of 
necklace from his/her neck
There are signs warning civilians not to remove the device.

<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>

CTO_Silek says:
@ :: scanning for a safe route to enter the city ::
EO_Winner says:
@::looks in scope and sees vehicle driving away::
CIV_Vekh says:
$::in the alley, checking the readings on life signs::
CNS_Ashworth says:
$::had just rejoined her team in the city::
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: scanning ::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Looks around, for any possible hostiles::
TO_Masterson says:
$::follows the CIV watching all around her just in case::
CTO_Silek says:
@ :: scans for civilian life signs ::
EO_Winner says:
::flips up scope and walks to window. Sees Alpha Team down on the ground 4 stories below:: Alpha Team: Heads up! ::throws down repel rope::
CIV_Vekh says:
$TO: You picking the same readings? ::meaning the life signs all around them::
TO_Masterson says:
$CIV: Yes, I am also reading that they are unarmed.
EO_Winner says:
@::repels down the side of the building::
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: looks up at the EO ::
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: moves out of the way ::
EO_Winner says:
::jumps down on the ground and pulls down the rope and winds it up and puts it away::
CTO_Silek says:
@ Alpha Team: We shall head towards the building towards the east. I'll take point, followed by OPS and the EO.
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Sees some movement in the shadows:: Self: Wawazat?
EO_Winner says:
CTO: Roger
CIV_Vekh says:
$CSO: Life signs coming from that building ::points east::
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: nods and follows the CTO ::
CNS_Ashworth says:
$CIV:  What's the situation?
EO_Winner says:
@::puts rope in survival pack and shoulder weapons::
CTO_Silek says:
@ :: heads towards building, pointing phaser rifle ::
EO_Winner says:
@::follows CTO, keeping senses sharp::
CIV_Vekh says:
$CNS: Good to see you again, Counselor. We are picking up several life signs on that building. They appear not bearing weapons
Host CSO_Ray says:
$CIV: Right now we are folowing a group down an alley they fired on us earlier
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::trains Phaser on the shadow where he saw the movement, and scans for life signs::
CNS_Ashworth says:
$CIV:  Thanks, I need to know what I'm getting into so I can prepare for the right frame of mind ::smiles::
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: walking towards the  building scanning ::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Finds nothing but the life signs of a few rats:: Self: Ewww.....
CIV_Vekh says:
$CSO: Aye sir. Shall I move ahead to investigate?
CTO_Silek says:
@ :: runs quickly towards the lifesigns located in the building ::
EO_Winner says:
@::hears beeping on tricorder:: CTO: Im picking up several lifesigs, closest 35 meters. Can't tell if there hostile
TO_Masterson says:
$::scans to see what kind of lifeforms there are::
CTO_Silek says:
@ EO: Understood Mr Winner. Thank You.
CIV_Vekh says:
$::nods at the CNS, appreciates her enthusiasm::
Host CSO_Ray says:
$Civ: Be my guest
EO_Winner says:
@::shoulder's rifle, looking through a scope to see if there are any visible lifesigns
CNS_Ashworth says:
$CIV:  You need an assistant in your investigation?
TO_Masterson says:
$CSO: The lifeforms seem to be Humanoid sir.
CIV_Vekh says:
$CSO: Aye sir ::turns:: CNS: Be my guest
CEO_D`terrin says:
$Scans for any more signs of habitation::

Action: a group of military type figures round the street corner facing Alpha Team and open fire on the team

OPS_Serok says:
@ :: begins to fire her phaser rifle ::
CTO_Silek says:
@ :; drops on the ground :: ALL: Take Cover !
Host CSO_Ray says:
$TO: Can you give me a whereabouts?
CNS_Ashworth says:
$CIV:  Thanks  ::joins him in his investigation::
EO_Winner says:
@::suddenly sees several hostiles in scope and fires at one in the heart::
TO_Masterson says:
$::scans to see where they are::

Action: the EO brings his hostile down

CIV_Vekh says:
$::goes ahead of the group, stealthly moving toward the origin of the lifesigns::
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: drops and continues to fire on the advancing troup ::
CIV_Vekh says:
$CNS: we need to find an entrace to the building
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Follows the CIV, weapon raised, and trained::
EO_Winner says:
@::takes cover behind an embankment::
CNS_Ashworth says:
$CIV:  Sure thing, I'll keep my eyes open
TO_Masterson says:
$CSO: They are all in a building sir.
CTO_Silek says:
@ *Beta Team*: We should combine our firepower to drop the hostiles.
EO_Winner says:
@::hooks on photon grenade attachment on Q3::

Action:the hostiles retreat just as fast as they showed up

CTO_Silek says:
@ :: fires towards the hostiles ::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Looks around suspiciously::
CTO_Silek says:
@ Alpha Team: Hold your fire.
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: stands and scans the area :: CTO: should we follow Lt?
CTO_Silek says:
@ OPS: Stand fast.
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: nods ::
CIV_Vekh says:
$::ignores the COMM, not wanting to drag attention to him at this very moment:: CNS: You cover me ::approaches the entrance, checking his hand-held flash light::
Host CSO_Ray says:
$*CTO*: Sounds good to me; give us your position
EO_Winner says:
@::climbs up out of ditch::
CNS_Ashworth says:
$CIV:  Aye  ::covers the CIV with phaser in hand::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Checks Weapon settings, and uses scope on TR-117 to check out the distance::
CIV_Vekh says:
$*CSO*: Sir, I found an entrance to the building the readings are coming from. I'm getting inside now
CTO_Silek says:
@ *CSO* : We are approx. a block west of your position, hostiles are in retreat. Do you have an entrance located to the building ?
CEO_D`terrin says:
$CIV: I shall accompany you, you may need back up

Action: Beta Team enters the building looking for the lifesigns

CIV_Vekh says:
$::sweeps the entrance with the flash light:: CEO: Aye
EO_Winner says:
@CTO: Can I climb into that building to look for any sign of Beta Team?
CEO_D`terrin says:
$CIV: Right ::Follows the CIV cautiously::
CIV_Vekh says:
$::sweeping the building hall with flash light::
CTO_Silek says:
@ EO: Negative, remain here for now, Mr Winner.
EO_Winner says:
@ CTO: Roger
Host CSO_Ray says:
$*CTO* Yes, we are about to enter the building
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Sweeps the area with the CIV, checking every last detail::
CNS_Ashworth says:
$::carefully enters the building, holding her flashlight in the other hand::
TO_Masterson says:
$::follows the rest of her team::
CIV_Vekh says:
$::raises rifle, just in case and continues searching::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Follows suit::
Host CSO_Ray says:
$:: turns on phaser rifle's light::
CTO_Silek says:
@ *CSO* : Acknowledge, we are approching the entrance :: moves towards the entrance and motions Alpha Team to follow ::
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: looks at EO and shakes her head ::
EO_Winner says:
@ ::shoulders rifle and digs in survival pack to pull out a granola bar::
CIV_Vekh says:
$::sees stuff all around:: ALL: seems people use to live here ::indicates clothes, food remants::

Action: Alpha team is being fired on from the top of a building directly in front of them

OPS_Serok says:
@ :: dives for cover ::
EO_Winner says:
@::drops bar and rolls for cover::
CNS_Ashworth says:
$::sees the stuff on the floor::  CIV:  I see that
CTO_Silek says:
@ :: fires a grenade towards the window ::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$CIV: I see it as well
Host CSO_Ray says:
$Beta: Keep your eyes peeled
EO_Winner says:
@::takes aim and fires grenade on roof of building::
CIV_Vekh says:
$::puts the rifle aside and brings up the tricorder, scans the area to get his bearing:: CSO: Aye, sir
TO_Masterson says:
$CSO: aye sir.
CNS_Ashworth says:
$CSO:  Aye, Sir
CEO_D`terrin says:
$CSO: Aye
CTO_Silek says:
@ Alpha Team: Return Fire... NOW !
CTO_Silek says:
@ :: fires towards the window ::
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: firing phaser rifle at hostiles ::
EO_Winner says:
@::looks at CTO thinking "fire now??!!" fires grenade::
CIV_Vekh says:
$CSO/ALL: signs coming from above and below. Shall we split to investigate both?
Host CSO_Ray says:
$Civ: Where are the lifesigns coming from?

Action: Alpha Team demolishes the rooftop and all hostile fire ceases

CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Sees more signs of living, such as a primitave Digital display, some more food rations, and a half empty medkit, it's contents strewn out all over the place::
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: covers from falling debris ::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$CIV: I agree, we should split up
CTO_Silek says:
@ EO/OPS: Move towards the entrance, I'll cover you.
EO_Winner says:
@ ::comes out from cover::
Host CSO_Ray says:
$CIV/CEO: You two upstairs
OPS_Serok says:
@:: nods :: EO: after you Ensign.
EO_Winner says:
@ ::creeps toward the entrance of the building, stops at entrance::

Action: A fire breaks out in the abandoned building Beta Team is searching blocking the only visible exit

CIV_Vekh says:
$::hears explosions outside:: SELF: I bet that was Silek
Host CSO_Ray says:
$TO: You're with me
CEO_D`terrin says:
$CSO: Aye ::Motions towards the upstairs::
TO_Masterson says:
$::looks around for something to put the fire out with::
EO_Winner says:
@ OPS: You kick in the door, I charge in
CTO_Silek says:
@ *CSO*: Commander, Alpha team is approaching the entrance.
CIV_Vekh says:
$::fires catch his attention::
CNS_Ashworth says:
$::smells smoke::
Host CSO_Ray says:
$Beta: Hold up
TO_Masterson says:
$CSO: What do we do sir ?!
CNS_Ashworth says:
$::turns around and sees a fire and stops::
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: notices smoke :: EO: belay that Ensign.
CEO_D`terrin says:
$:: Notices the smoke, and sees a red light::
Host CSO_Ray says:
$*CTO: we are still here
CIV_Vekh says:
$SELF: By the Rings of Tauntee! Trapped! ::curses::
CTO_Silek says:
@ *CSO* : Aye Sir.
Host CSO_Ray says:
$Beta: We may not need to split after all
CIV_Vekh says:
$CSO: We may be able to locate another way out.
EO_Winner says:
@ OPS: I have some rope and a vertical repel charger...
TO_Masterson says:
$CSO: I have some rope, we could climb down from the window.
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Looks around for another exit:: CIV: I'm searching.
CNS_Ashworth says:
$CIV:  That sounds like a good plan ::visually scans for another exit::
CIV_Vekh says:
$CSO: Maybe one of the civilians know of another exit, if we manage to find one
CTO_Silek says:
@ *CSO* : We have a fire blocking our entrance, you seemed trapped, what assistance may we offer you ?

Action: the fire begins to spread in the Teams direction, and funnels down hallways and up stairwells

OPS_Serok says:
@ :: pulls grapple gun out of her pack :: CTO: How about this LT?
TO_Masterson says:
$CSO: Sir, what are we going to do? I suggest we climb out a window but it is your call.
CNS_Ashworth says:
$::doesn't see any visible exits, but sees the smoke filling the hallway::
CIV_Vekh says:
$::catch eye with the CNS, nodding negatively about exits too::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Begins to choke from the smoke, and looks franticly for an exit::
CTO_Silek says:
@ :: looks at OPS and the EO :: *CSO*: Commander we have some climbing equipement that may be helpfull to aid in your exit.
CIV_Vekh says:
$ALL: I suggest we put on our masks again
CNS_Ashworth says:
$::begins to cough with all the smoke::
EO_Winner says:
@ OPS: Should I charge a rope up there so some of Beta team can escape?
OPS_Serok says:
@:: notices the EO with a verticle repel charger :: EO/CTO: that may work better.
CNS_Ashworth says:
$::puts her mask on so she can breathe::
CTO_Silek says:
@ EO: Mr Winner, stand fast. I am attempting to ascertain Beta Team's position.
CIV_Vekh says:
$::straps mask to face again::
Host CSO_Ray says:
$*CTO* Yes, we could use it about now
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Remembers that he has a mask in his pack, which he takes out and puts on relieveing him from the smoke::
CIV_Vekh says:
$CSO: With your permission the CEO and I will go the upper floor to try and locate the life signs
CEO_D`terrin says:
$CIV: Agreed
CTO_Silek says:
@ EO/OPS: Fire your ropes on two windows, EO east, OPS west, fire when ready.
TO_Masterson says:
$CSO: Sir, with your permission I would like to climb out this window to safety.
EO_Winner says:
@ ::sets charge on ground and blows rope up to a window, a tricorder beacon attached::
Host CSO_Ray says:
$Civ: Go ahead
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: nods at the EO and CTO :: EO: on my mark Mr Winner.
CEO_D`terrin says:
$CSO: Right
CIV_Vekh says:
$::nods to CSO and turns to the Cardassian:: CEO: Mr D'Terrin ::motions upstairs::
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: fires grapple gun ::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$CIV: Right ::Begins up the stairs::
CTO_Silek says:
@ *CSO* : We have 2 ropes, one on the east the other on the west side of the building.

Action: all grappling devices hit their targets

OPS_Serok says:
@ :: pulls back to set hook ::
CIV_Vekh says:
$::sides with CEO and moves up to the next level, rifle levelled::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$CIV: Raises rifle, ready for anything
CTO_Silek says:
@ Alpha Team: Secure your ropes.
EO_Winner says:
@ ::pulls out sound grenade with tricorder beacon and throws it at window with rope::
OPS_Serok says:
@:: tugs on rope to make sure that it is secure :: CTO: the rope is secure Lt.
EO_Winner says:
@ CTO/OPS: They should hear that

Action: the fire is gaining on Beta Team

TO_Masterson says:
$CSO: Sir, the house is burning down, what do we do?!
CTO_Silek says:
@ EO: Mr Winner, NO MORE weapon fire unless I order it.
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Gets to the top of the stairs, and surveys the area::
Host CSO_Ray says:
$:: begins to climb down graple on east::
EO_Winner says:
@ CTO: That is not a weapon
CIV_Vekh says:
$::sweeps the area with flash light::
EO_Winner says:
@ ::sees CSO climb down rope::
TO_Masterson says:
$::follows the CSO::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Sees some movement in the corner:: CIV: Over here
CNS_Ashworth says:
$::follows the CSO down the rope on the east side of the building::
CIV_Vekh says:
$CEO: I dont know what make up from these readings. I see no one, but there are signs all over the place
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: watches the CSO slide down the rope ::
EO_Winner says:
@ ::holds rope steady for CSO::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$CIV: Same here, it appears that we are reading "Ghosts"
CIV_Vekh says:
$CEO: stun it if you need, Lt
Host CSO_Ray says:
$*CEO/CIV*: Get those guys, then get the heck out of there!
OPS_Serok says:
@ *Beta team*: There are ropes for you to climb down.
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Checks the movement in the corner, only to find a few terrorized rats::
TO_Masterson says:
$::finds a rope and climbs down one::
CIV_Vekh says:
$::remembering their recent run in with 'ghosts', is not pleased::
CNS_Ashworth says:
$::carefully climbs down the rope::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Checks the tricorder again, and hits it a few times::
EO_Winner says:
@ ::takes an apple out of pack ALL: Anybody want something to eat? I got apples, granola bars and bannanas
CIV_Vekh says:
$*CSO*: We copy you sir. Will do. ::turns:: CEO: lets move faster, can you get a fix on one of those Humanoid lifesigns?
CTO_Silek says:
@ :: scans the building to try to get more precise locations of the civilians ::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$CIV: Trying now ::Scans some more:: I got one....over here ::Motions to the corner ::

Action: As Beta Team exits the building a wall on the floor above them slides open and several civilians come rushing out and seem to walk through another wall on the far side of the room

EO_Winner says:
@ ::eats apple::
CIV_Vekh says:
$::follows the CEO's indications::

Action: Beta team has exited the building just as it becomes fully engulfed in flames

CNS_Ashworth says:
$::walking around outside, relieved that everyone got out before the fire consumed the building::
CIV_Vekh says:
$::let go of rope as he touches down in the street level, rejoining the rest of the team::

Action: Water starts falling from the roof aof the building as a water tower mysteriously topples.

TO_Masterson says:
$::walks over to the CIV:: CIV: What now sir?
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Gets to the corner, and sees a small boy::
CTO_Silek says:
@ :: stares at the water tower falling on the building :: Self: Intersting.
CIV_Vekh says:
$CEO: You Ok, Lt?
Host CSO_Ray says:
$Beta: does that seem spooky to anyone else?
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Grabs the boy, and rushes out of the building, the boy on his back::
TO_Masterson says:
$CIV: What do we do now?
CNS_Ashworth says:
$CSO:  Yes it does  ::as she was putting away her breathing mask::
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: looks at the Beta Team and goes to the CNS and begins to scan her :: CNS: are you intact CNS?
CEO_D`terrin says:
$CIV: I'm fine. Is the CMO anywhere closeby?
CIV_Vekh says:
$CSO: I can tell you of spooky things sir ::brief chuckle::
CTO_Silek says:
@ OPS: Attend to the CEO and the boy, see if they need medical attention.
CNS_Ashworth says:
$OPS:  I'm all here
TO_Masterson says:
$::looks at the CEO and the boy::
CIV_Vekh says:
$CEO: No, Dr Darek was recalled to the Ganymede at some unexpected medical emergency

Action: the boy begins to bite and scratch the CEO trying to get away

Host CSO_Ray says:
$Civ: go ahead
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: whispers and touches her on the shoulder :: CNS : I am relieved.
TO_Masterson says:
$::walks over to the CNS:: CNS: You ok?
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: nods at the CTO :: 
CEO_D`terrin says:
TO/OPS: I'm fine, it's the boy I'm worried about
CNS_Ashworth says:
$TO:  Yes, I'm fine  OPS:  Me too
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: walks to the CEO and administers a seditive to the boy ::
TO_Masterson says:
$CNS: Good.
CIV_Vekh says:
$CSO: Back on the sewage system below the city, it seems we were victims of some kind of nerve gas that made us all have hallucinations

Action: the boy begins to pull at the necklace

TO_Masterson says:
$::walks over to where the boy is and stops him from taking the necklace off::
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: uses Vulcan neck pinch on the boy ::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Immediatly pulls the boys hand away from the necklace::
CIV_Vekh says:
$::sees what boy is doing and grab his hands, preventing him from pulling at the necklace:: Boy: stop!
CIV_Vekh says:
$CNS: Do you have anything with you to calm the boy down? Some hypo?
CEO_D`terrin says:
$<Boy> All: But....but.....I want it off..... ::Begins to pout::
CNS_Ashworth says:
$::slowly appoaches::  CIV/ALL:: Don't scare him
Host CSO_Ray says:
$Civ: however that wouldn't include me, I wasn't there

Action: the boy pulls away from the Team holding on to the necklace as if to threaten the Teams

TO_Masterson says:
$BOY: Why?
CNS_Ashworth says:
$CIV:  Unfortunately I don't have anything
TO_Masterson says:
$::tackles the boy and pins him down::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$<Boy> ::Looks scared::
CIV_Vekh says:
$CSO: Indeed sir. But we've learned that nothing here is what it seems ::struggles with the boy::
CTO_Silek says:
@:: notes the impulsiveness of the TO ::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Notices that the necklace on the boy says "Marvin"::

Action: the boy manages to rip the neclace and the explosion hurls the TO into the air

CEO_D`terrin says:
$Marvin: Please, let go of the necklace, and come here, please?
TO_Masterson says:
$::screams:: Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!!!!!!
CIV_Vekh says:
$::<absolutely censored Orion curse here>::
CTO_Silek says:
@ :: closes his eyes for a moment then opens them again ::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Curses rather loudly in Cardassian and English::
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: watches as the TO lands........hard ::
CIV_Vekh says:
$::goes to the TO as she falls back to the floor:: TO: Easy now, ensign

Action: the TO  falls

CNS_Ashworth says:
$::watches knowing that she can't do anything about it::
Host CSO_Ray says:
$*CMO*: Medical emergency!
TO_Masterson says:
$::hits the ground and yells:: SELF: OUCH!!!
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Marvin!!!!!::
CMO_Darek says:
$*CSO*: On my way sir
CIV_Vekh says:
$::runs tricorder over TO::
CMO_Darek says:
$::Runs to the TO's Location::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Tears begin to roll down his face, as he is suddenly hit with grief that a boy, so young, lost his precious life::

Action: Hostiles hear the explosion and begin firing in the direction of the Teams

TO_Masterson says:
$::curses to herself in Klingon::
CNS_Ashworth says:
$::thinking even though this is a training exercise, she hates to see children in harms way, her maternal instinct is kicking in::
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: walks to the CNS :: CNS : Are you OK Tehya?
CTO_Silek says:
@ :: scans the area, attempting to locate the hostiles ::
CIV_Vekh says:
$CSO: It is my evaluation that the civilians on this city are behaving in a extremelly xenophobic fashion. They seem afraid of everything
CMO_Darek says:
$::Arrives at the TO's location:: TO: It will be ok.
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Takes cover, still sobbing a bit::
CMO_Darek says:
$CSO: Permission to take the TO to Sickbay on the Ganymede sir
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Raises weapon, and takes aim::
CTO_Silek says:
@ ALL: Take Cover, Hostiles approaching !
CIV_Vekh says:
$::pulls the TO to cover:: CMO: over here!!
Host CSO_Ray says:
$ALL: protect the doctor and the TO!
CNS_Ashworth says:
$OPS:  I'm fine, that just hit a nerve all of a sudden::
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: Shields the CNS with her self ::
TO_Masterson says:
$::looks at the CMO and giggles alittle::
CTO_Silek says:
@ :: fires cover fire for the away team ::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Aims to make coverfire fopr the Dr. and TO::
CIV_Vekh says:
$::assumes defensive position near the CMO and TO:: CSO: Aye sir ::returns fire at hostiles::
CEO_D`terrin says:
$::Fires great volleys of phaser fire::
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: looks at the CNS :: CNS : lets take cover.  :: keeps herself between the CNS and the hostile fire.
Host RangMstr says:
<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>


